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Tribute to Tan Sri Raj

A great global educator
WOU bids adieu to founding Vice Chancellor Tan Sri
Emeritus Prof Dr Gajaraj Dhanarajan who retired as
Chairman of the Board of Governors, after a stellar
career as an esteemed global educationist who chose
Penang to realise his vision and passion.
He has been described as a visionary, a guide, a humanitarian and
a friend. The man whose legacy is inextricably entwined with the
prodigious success of Wawasan Open University within just ten
years of its founding has finally decided to call it a day. There was a
deeply poignant air when WOU held a special tribute for Dr Raj, as
he is fondly known, with an appreciation dinner at the E&O Hotel in
Penang on 16 March 2017.
Tan Sri Emeritus Prof Dr Gajaraj Dhanarajan has championed access to quality
learning on the regional and world stages for over four decades. He began his
service with WOU as founding Vice Chancellor in 2006 and retired as Chairman
of the Board of Governors in February. In reflecting on an eventful career, Dr Raj
expressed his passion in opening the doors of equitable access for “the denied
and the deprived” through his involvement in WOU. He emphasised that by being
affordable and equitable, WOU can keep faith with its mission and vision to lead the
cause of education for all.
He said his passion for equity germinated from growing up in a rubber plantation in
Malaya during the 1940s and 1950s. This was where he had first-hand experience of
how “denial to learning kept an entire population in servitude and blindness”.
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“If you lived through that experience, then you will know where my passion is
coming from,” he shared with colleagues and friends who had gathered to honour
him. “My passion was the University and I would do everything I needed to make
sure that this University serves its purpose to the people of this country.”
Dr Raj thanked individuals in the Board and the management, and also paid compliments
to his wife Sue who has been with him for 47 years. He singled out the late Tun Dr
Lim Keng Yaik, the then President of Gerakan, and Dato’ Seri Chia Kwang Chye, the
party secretary general at that time, for working tirelessly to make WOU possible.
In his tribute, WOU Pro-Chancellor Tan Sri Dr Koh Tsu Koon, lauded
Dr Raj as “one of the greatest educators of the world”. He said after
heading the Commonwealth of Learning in Vancouver Dr Raj could
have gone on to bigger stages like UNESCO or the World Bank, and
yet chose little Penang to realise his vision and passion towards
‘education for all’ in Malaysia through WOU’s open distance
learning (ODL) mode.
Dr Koh recounted the origin of WOU when Tun Dr Lim committed
himself and the Gerakan party he presided over in 1999 to the
establishment of an open virtual university for working adults of
Malaysia. He said the appointment of Dr Raj as the founding Vice
Chancellor was most appropriate as he was able to assemble a
global team of “who’s who in ODL” as advisors to contribute in the
formulation of WOU’s strategy and action plan.
Among those present were national Gerakan vice president Datuk Dr
Asharuddin Ahmad, WOU Sdn Bhd Chairman Dato’ Seri Stephen Yeap,
and Vice Chancellor Prof Dato’ Dr Ho Sinn Chye.
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This special issue of WawasanLink is dedicated to an extraordinary man,
Tan Sri Emeritus Prof Dr Gajaraj Dhanarajan, who has recently retired
after 12 years of dedicated, devoted service to WOU. Raj, as he is fondly
called, was the founding Vice Chancellor of Wawasan Open University.
I first met Raj in the early 1970s at Universiti Sains Malaysia. We were both
lecturers in the School of Biological Sciences. That first encounter marked
the beginning of our longstanding friendship and professional interaction.
Raj has always impressed me with his leadership abilities and charismatic
personality. Even back then, 40 years ago, it was clear to me that he
would most likely have an outstanding career as an academician and
education leader.
Professionally he comes across as a strong, compassionate leader who
still retains his humility in spite of his many accomplishments and
accolades. In whatever role we know him, from whatever vantage point,
Raj stands apart as someone special.
To me personally, Raj has always been my intentional mentor. We have
had talks about teaching, research, tenure, life and much more. I learned
how to be a vice chancellor from Raj. As VC, he clearly articulated his
vision of what WOU should be, and how it should function. His energy
and devotion to the roles he played in WOU will be difficult to match.
Raj is a visionary; a determined, goal-oriented caring person who loves
his job. Even before he got involved with WOU, he had made significant
contributions to institutions which he had helmed, with the Open
University of Hong Kong and the Commonwealth of Learning being two
shining examples.
Raj of course has been central to the leadership of WOU, as institutional
planner, thinker and founding VC. He has held many formal and informal
roles in the boards and committees in WOU and society at large. He was
the man behind many of the academic milestones achieved by WOU.
Indeed he has WOU in his veins and bones.

Accompanying the late Tun Dr Lim Chong Eu for the opening of
the main campus by the Prime Minister on 19 January 2008.
Today WOU is better than any of us dared to hope and we owe much of
the achievement to the vision, wisdom and pioneering efforts of Tan Sri
Raj. We respect his passionate insistence on quality and accountability,
as well as his unrelenting pursuit of academic excellence.
But wait. There is another side to Raj’s charismatic personality. He has a
deep and sympathetic concern for his staff and students in WOU. Many of
us who have consulted with him can tell of some friendly act, some logical
advice in a moment of perplexity, some sharing of humour and laughter
that brightens our day. To many of us in WOU, his words of congratulation
or appreciation or comfort are among our treasured possessions.
By all measures the University as a whole and Institute for Research and
Innovation (IRI) in particular have advanced on his watch, as VC and
later as Honorary Director of IRI. Our academics have benefitted from
the research grants made available through IRI. He has been the driving
force and catalyst behind WOU’s contributions and current reputation as
a university that actively advocates and promotes the use of OERs (open
educational resources) in the Asian region. Our Centre for Dialogue
(C4D) too took off well last year with its series of 3 public talks and
discussions. These activities will for sure continue this year.
It was a great pleasure for me to work with Tan Sri Raj, side by side,
when a number of important decisions for the University were taken.
I am thankful that we still have available the integrity, the insight, and
the love which are the measure of his stature.
For all that he has given of himself to WOU, I want to say “Thank you”.
We in the University truly value his commitment, hard work and vision
in leading WOU from its inception to the thriving and vibrant campus it
is today. Tan Sri Raj has indeed created a lasting legacy in WOU that will
spur education for generations to come. We shall try our best to build
on his legacy in WOU.

Prof Ho with Tan Sri Raj during the opening of the
main campus in Penang in 2008.
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Our chief innovator who

opened doors
of learning
Tan Sri Raj [left] at the official launching of the University
by then Minister of Higher Education, Dato’ Seri Mustapa
Mohamed, on 22 September 2006.

Dato’ Seri Stephen Yeap, Chairman of WOU Sdn Bhd,
remembers the visionary role of Tan Sri Raj in the
germination and growth of WOU

I would like to take this opportunity to celebrate Tan Sri Dhanarajan’s
years of hard work and dedication to our University that has left an
indelible mark, and is clearly worthy of this adulation. As a visionary
leader, Raj, as I fondly refer to him, has created a culture that blends
a commitment to the University with leadership, management, and
sound financial management principles. As our chief innovator, he led
the charge to make access to quality education a cornerstone of the
University’s reputation.
I had known Dhanarajan long before I met him. Although a quiet and
unassuming person, he had an international reputation in Open Distance
Learning. Prior to WOU, he served for nine years as President and CEO
of the Commonwealth of Learning, based in Vancouver, and helped
establish the Open Learning Institute of Hong Kong (now the Open
University of Hong Kong) and distance education systems in several
countries in Africa and the Asia Pacific.
Back in 1991, the then Acting President of DISTED College, Dato’ Saleena
Yahaya Isa, called me for a discussion on DISTED’s mission and vision
statements, and I met Dhanarajan for the first time as he was one of its
founding members.

Dato’ Seri Stephen Yeap (left) with Tan Sri Raj at the
groundbreaking ceremony for the main campus officiated
by Tun Dr Lim Keng Yaik on 8 January 2006.

In 1992, a Scheme of Arrangement was approved by the High Court
for the Yeap Chor Ee’s Residuary and Charitable Trusts to provide a
permanent campus and funding for students of DISTED. With this, the
Estate of Yeap Chor Ee Residuary Trust became a shareholder of DISTED
College Sdn Bhd in 1993. Meetings with shareholders were held every
year, and thus began my 25-year long friendship with Dhanarajan. His
charm and wisdom, together with other founder members of DISTED,
convinced me of the possibility of a virtual university.
Our meetings and discussions must have reached the sharp ears of the
late Tun Dr Lim Keng Yaik (founding WOU Council Chairman), and his
assistance became crucial as licensing and community support plays
a big part in the setting up of a university.
The idea of establishing an open university headquartered in Penang,
based on the same model as the Hong Kong Open University was
mooted to me in the year 2000 by Tun Lim who was also then Gerakan
President. It was proposed that the tax-exempt Gerakan Education
Foundation be renamed as Wawasan Education Foundation (WEF).
I quickly set the motion of using our Yeap Chor Ee (YCE) Endowment
Trust into action, planning with the Trustees of the Trust.
With Dhanarajan’s input, a group led by educationist Dato’ Dr Sharom
Ahmat as Chief Operating Officer, Ms Khoo Suan Choo, and then Penang
Chief Minister Tan Sri Dr Koh Tsu Koon started working on the dossier
for submission to the Ministry of Higher Education. On behalf of the
Trustees of the Yeap Chor Ee Endowment Trust, Mr Chia Loong Thye
worked on the legal submission on the Vesting Order from the Penang
High Court.
On 2 July 2003, approval was obtained by the Penang High Court, for the
properties and assets under Yeap Chor Ee Endowment Trust to be vested
to WEF. The incorporation of Wawasan Open University Sdn Bhd, as a
wholly owned subsidiary of WEF, to operate the University was completed
on 16 June 2005. And with that accomplished, I was proud to help appoint
Dhanarajan as WOU’s first Vice Chancellor and CEO in July 2005.

Raising funds for the Chancellor’s Scholarship Fund
on 17 September 2007.

Since then the University has realised many milestones, one of which is
the multi-million ringgit renovation and new building that has led to
the most significant transformation of its main campus; another is the
WOU Chancellor’s Scholarship – a financial support programme to help
needy and deserving students to pursue further education.
Under his leadership the University has been outward looking at
both local and international levels, while upon his retirement as Vice
Chancellor in December 2009, Dhanarajan continued to be actively
involved in the global open distance education in his new role as head
of WOU’s Institute for Research and Innovation.
Throughout his term in office, Dhanarajan has strongly championed a
more inclusive university culture. He has led by example – opening up
doors, refining ODL protocols, highlighting the image of WOU and being
generous with ideas that would take the University forward.
On behalf of the WOU family, we would like to thank you, Prof Raj. It has
been a pleasure and an honour to serve with you.
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Dr Koh (left) with Tan Sri Raj at opening of the main campus in Penang on 19 January 2008.

From a seed to a vast shady tree
Tan Sri Dr Koh Tsu Koon, WOU Pro-Chancellor, and
Chairman of Wawasan Education Foundation and WOU
Board of Governors, recalls one man’s service and
sacrifice to usher “education for all”.

Raj’s ardent passion and strong sense of mission for his great vision of
“education for all”, especially for the deprived and underprivileged, have
been giving inspiration and tremendous energy to many educators in
Malaysia and elsewhere.
Since the mid-1970s when he was involved in Universiti Sains Malaysia’s
off-campus programme, he has firmly believed that open distance
learning (ODL), as it is called today, is the way forward.
Based on the ODL concept, he went on to pioneer the DISTED College
in Penang in the mid-80s for working adults. DISTED (an acronym for

Tan Sri Raj bemused as he greets Dr Koh at the
Chancellor’s installation on 29 November 2008.

Distance Education) had to change course to enrol school leavers in
twinning degree programmes, due to cost and circumstances then.
But a seed was already planted, and that seed sprouted into the
Wawasan Open University (WOU) when the Gerakan Education
Foundation and the Yeap Chor Ee Charitable Trust Fund merged to
become the Wawasan Education Foundation in early 2000, coinciding
with the advent of the Internet which enabled ODL.
Although he was already doing very well as the CEO of the Commonwealth
of Learning (COL) in Vancouver, Raj decided to accept the invitation to
plan for and head WOU, provided that the headquarters was based in
Penang. The rest is history.
WOU was indeed very fortunate to have Raj, our very own internationally
known educator, leading its formative years. We are all very grateful
indeed for his services and sacrifices.

Tan Sri Raj with Dr Koh, the then Chief Minister of Penang,
at the opening of Penang Regional Centre in June 2007.

“

”
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Do it with passion or not at all
Parting words from Tan Sri Emeritus Prof Dr Gajaraj Dhanarajan after almost five
glorious decades in the service of education

In the terribly ugly and hostile environment that is higher education,
globally but more so in Malaysia, I saw in the Wawasan Open University,
as it was described to me by the late Tun Dr Lim Keng Yaik and his erstwhile
[then] Secretary General of his party, Dato’ Seri Chia Kwang Chye, at our
first meeting, a freshness and a glimmer of hope for humankind.
A good part of my adult life has been spent promoting educational
services to the educationally deprived through affordable, flexible and
accessible educational delivery systems. And therefore when I was
approached by the late Tun Lim and Dato’ Seri Chia - buttressed by
the well-meaning Yeap family - to partake in a venture to serve the
educationally marginalised, underprivileged and underserved segments
of our fellow citizens, I felt privileged and honoured to join them.
Everything about Wawasan Open University - its vision, mission
and values - resonated well with me. It evoked a passion that was
unashamedly possessive and I was smugly proud that we in Malaysia
could rise up to ideals of a caring good society envisioned by global
icons like Gandhi, Mandela and King.

Tan Sri Raj greets Dato’ Seri Chia (pink shirt) at the
Appreciation Dinner on 16 March 2017.
A passion for educating others is a noble and necessary passion.
The late Kader Asmal, one time Minister of Education in Nelson
Mandela’s cabinet, used to remind me every time we met, that those
in educational leadership must “do the things that we do with passion
or not do it at all”. It is reminder that has stuck with me for well over
a quarter of century.
A dispassionate leader, teacher, learner or governor brings the worst in
me – I get angry - even at this geriatric phase of my life. Sometimes in
the humdrum of daily life, many of us park our passions on the margins.
At other times, when challenged by those in power, we do things that,
in our hearts, we know are morally unacceptable. Expedience subjugates
our passions. Ambitions can trump our passions; cowardice, our
academic integrity.
My appeal to all those who commit themselves to pursue knowledge,
promote good citizenship, develop scholarship, fight for rights,
democracy, equality, fraternity and a decent humanity through
education, is to do so with passion or not do it at all.

Tan Sri Raj shows the campus grounds to Tun Dr Lim Keng Yaik (centre)
and Dato’ Seri Chia (foreground, left) on 18 January 2008.

A collage of photos by WOU graphic designer Chrisvie Ong
that was presented to Tan Sri Raj during a farewell dinner
on 19 January 2017.
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A life of fervour to continue

expanding opportunities
From a humble childhood in a rubber plantation to forestry
research and zoology to educating the world, Tan Sri
Raj has had vast experience in supporting and helming
organisations for the uplifting of humanity.
Founding Vice Chancellor of Wawasan Open
University; co-founder of DISTED College;
key contributor to the establishment of Open
University of Hong Kong.
The list goes on. Tan Sri Emeritus Prof Dr
Gajaraj Dhanarajan has many prestigious
credentials and credits to his name. But a
layman may not know this from the low profile
he prefers to keep, and from his modest and
endearing personality. Above all, he stays firm
to decisions made to uphold the quality and
standards of education, and is not one to hold
back when speaking his mind on the subject.
Tan Sri Raj or – or Raj as he is fondly known
to peers, friends and family - was involved in
the creation of WOU right from the beginning,
serving as initiator, chief architect and main
developer. He retired from the office of Vice
Chancellor in December 2009 at the age of
70, and from his position as Chairman of the
University’s Board of Governors on 28 February
2017, the year he turns 78.
He also relinquished his other University
positions on 31 December 2016, namely
as Honorary Director of WOU’s Institute
for Research and Innovation (IRI), and as
Chairman of the Board of Advisors of the
Centre for Dialogue (C4D). He also gave up his
directorship in WOU Sdn Bhd and Wawasan
Education Foundation, aiming to give more
time and energy to his family.
A forest entomologist at the beginning of
his illustrious career, Tan Sri Raj has certainly
veered off course. He entered the academic
field, stamping his mark to become an
internationally-renowned educator and
advocate for open and distance education.
He has worn many hats - researcher, academic,
mentor, colleague, leader, sought-after
keynote speaker at many
major academic conferences,
among others. His vast
involvement and
helming of
educational
institutions locally
and abroad plus
his passion for
providing
educational
opportunities
to people
have stood
the test of
time.

At USM, with Prof Fred Jevons, then Vice Chancellor
of Deakin University, Australia [1976-1985].

He helped establish distance education
systems in several countries in Africa and
the Asia Pacific. He contributed to global
discussion on the subject to international
financial institutions such as the World
Bank, Asian Development Bank, The African
Development Bank, as well as the Inter
American and Caribbean Development Banks.
Among the international development agencies
that he has worked with are UNESCO, UNICEF,
ILO, WHO, UNHCR, ITU, and the International
Federation of Red Cross Associations. The
other development agencies that have used
his experience include CIDA, DFID, AUSAID
and NZODA.

Then COL President Tan Sri Raj with
the VC and DVC of OUUK.
Family background: The eldest of eight
children, he grew up on a British-owned rubber
plantation outside Ipoh, where his father
worked as a clerk. He would take a two-hour
pre-dawn walk through the countryside to
catch the school bus, and again make that
same journey on his return route from school.
It was certainly hard times in childhood,
offering him the impetus to become the
accomplished leader that he was destined to
be in the world of academia. He tied the knot
with Puan Sri Sue Yee Ah-Fong – they met in
Kampar - on 18 January 1970.
Education: He holds Bachelor of Science
and Master of Science degrees in Zoology
from the University of Madras, and a diploma
and an MSc in Applied Entomology from the
Imperial College of the University of London. It
was while studying in India that he became a
keen equestrian representing the University of
Madras in polo.
In 1971 the Association of Commonwealth
Universities awarded him (while attached
to Universiti Sains Malaysia or USM) a
Commonwealth Staff Scholarship to study in

England. He graduated with a PhD in Biology
from the University of Aston, Birmingham in
1974, where his thesis was on termites.
Career: He started his career as a Research
Officer with the Forest Research Institute
Malaysia in 1970, and then moved on
to become a lecturer with the School of
Biological Sciences in the newly created
USM. During his 17 years in USM, he became
increasingly involved in the development of
open and distance learning, later serving as
Associate Professor and Deputy Director of the
University’s Centre for Off Campus Studies.
International recognition: In mid-1989 he
was invited by the colonial government of
Hong Kong to help establish the Open Learning
Institute of Hong Kong (now Open University
of Hong Kong) and was appointed as the
Associate Director (Academic) first before being
promoted to be Director and CEO.
On completion of his term as CEO of OLI
in mid–1995, Tan Sri Raj was invited to
be the second President and CEO of the
Commonwealth of Learning [COL] based
in Vancouver, Canada. COL is an intergovernmental agency of the Commonwealth
of Nations, with a mandate to support,
enhance and promote open learning in the 54
member states of the Commonwealth. At the
end of his tenure in July 2004, he returned
home to Penang, where he was invited to
plan and establish the country’s second open
university, the Wawasan Open University.
Over the years Tan Sri Raj also served in
varying capacities in a number of international
bodies including as Chairman of the
Curriculum Advisory Panel for the Global Open
Agricultural and Food University of the CGIAR
systems in 2005 and the Council of the United
Nations University.
He has published a number of scholarly articles
in learned journals on education and science,
edited and published a series of books on
distance and open education and presented
well over 25 keynote addresses in conferences
relating to open education.
His study and work have taken him around the
globe, to such places as India, UK, Hong Kong,
Canada, Australia, China, Japan, USA, New
Zealand and other corners of the Earth.
Legacy: Tan Sri Raj is without doubt one of
the world’s foremost distance educators, and
has played a very significant role in bringing
this approach to teaching and learning into the
mainstream of education.

Milestones and awards
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in an illustrious career

The glowing accolades earned by the soft-spoken
and unassuming Tan Sri Raj reveal a colossus among
Malaysians and world figures in the field of adult learning

During the World Poetry Day hosted by WOU eight years ago, Tan Sri
Raj, the then Vice Chancellor, read from one of his favourite poems, The
Road Not Taken, by Robert Frost which addresses the dilemma of making
choices and how it may impacts one’s entire life. He had shared that the
words resonated in his own life as he had started out as a biologist but
changed course to become an adult educator some 40 years ago. The
lines in the last stanza of the poem read:

“

”

Two roads diverged in a wood, and I—
I took the one less travelled by,
And that has made all the difference.

Indeed, the bold decision he made to serve society as an educator went
on to profoundly impact the lives of countless people in numerous
countries across the world. Here we trace back the milestones of Raj’s
highly distinguished humanitarian career.

Conferred the DSPN award by the Penang
Yang di-Pertua Negeri, Tun Hamdan Sheikh Tahir.
Awards and titles bestowed
Tan Sri Raj is acknowledged in the national, regional and global arena
as a leading advocate and expert on Open and Distance Learning.
Between 1982 and 2004 he was involved in establishing a number of
distance education systems in India, Pakistan, Bangladesh, Sri Lanka,
Hong Kong, China, Taiwan, Nigeria, Namibia, Botswana, Lesotho,
Mozambique, South Africa, Tanzania, Ghana, Zimbabwe, Mauritius,
South Pacific, Jamaica, Barbados, Trinidad and Tobago, Guyana,
Indonesia and Thailand. Here are some of the accolades that he has
earned during this illustrious vocation.

1970

Starts work as scientific research officer in Forest
Research Institute Malaysia

1970-87

Lecturer with the School of Biological Sciences,
Universiti Sains Malaysia (USM); Associate Professor
in Distance Education and Deputy Director of USM’s Centre
for Off-Campus Studies

1983-86

Educational Advisor to the International Union for the
Conservation of Nature

1987

Founded DISTED College (with Dato’ Dr Sharom Ahmat
and Dr Hulman Sinaga)

1994

1987- 89

Chief Executive Officer of DISTED College

1988-90

Member of the Executive Board of the International
Council for Distance Education (ICDE)

1995
1995

1989 -91

Associate Director (Academic) of the Open Learning Institute
(OLI) of Hong Kong

1996

1991-95

Director and CEO of OLI of Hong Kong
(now the Open University of Hong Kong)

1996
1996

1991-94

Secretary General of the Asian Association of
Open Universities (AAOU)

1997

1995-2004

Second President & CEO of the
Commonwealth of Leaning (COL) based in Vancouver

2005-09

Founding Vice Chancellor & CEO of
Wawasan Open University

2009-16

Honorary Director of the Institute for Research
& Innovation at WOU

2010-16

Appointed to the Council of the United Nations University

2011-2017

Chairman of the Board of Governors of WOU

1992
1992

1998
1999
1999
1999
2000
2004
2006
2007
2008
2012
2013

At Athabasca University with President [right] and
Chair of Council.

Conferred title of Professor by OLI of Hong Kong
Honorary Doctor of Humane Letters by the University of
Maryland University College, USA
Darjah Setia Pangkuan Negeri (DSPN) by the State of Penang,
which carries the title Dato’
Honorary Doctor of the University by British Open University
Conferred Professor Emeritus by Open Learning Institute of
Hong Kong
Honorary Doctor of Letters by Kota Open University,
Rajasthan, India
Awarded Honorary Fellowship by the College of Preceptors, London
Honorary Doctor of Education by the University of Abertay
Dundee, Scotland
Awarded the first Asian Association of Open Universities
(AAOU) Meritorious Service Award to the Cause of Distance
Education in Asia
Honorary Doctor of the University by Charles Sturt University,
Australia
Honorary Doctor of Letters by Athabasca University, Canada
Honorary Doctor of Philosophy by Allama Iqbal
Open University, Pakistan
Honorary Doctor of Social Science by the Open University of
Hong Kong
Honorary Doctor of Letters by the Open University of Sri Lanka
Fellow of the Teachers’ Institute by the National Teachers’
Institute, Nigeria
Honorary Fellow of the Commonwealth of Learning
Panglima Setia Mahkota (PSM) which carries the title Tan Sri
by the Yang di-Pertuan Agong
Awarded Emeritus Professor by Wawasan Open University
Honorary Doctor of Education by Universiti Sains Malaysia
International Council for Open and Distance Education (ICDE)
Prize for Excellence for lifelong contribution to the field of
open and distance learning at 25th ICDE World Conference
in Tianjin, China

in the know
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Speaking as Chair of BoG
in December 2011.

“Malaysian academics are good content
providers. They are reasonably good in the
knowledge of the subject they teach, but are
mostly illiterate as good instructors, and the
way they construct the assessments does not
reflect the kind of good practice you’d want
from academics.
So what are the skills a new lecturer, teacher
needs? Does she have to be a good
communicator? Is that something you include
as part of your training curriculum? Is she
an effective and productive user of learning
technologies besides the PowerPoint? Is this
person a good blogger, Twitter, has own
Facebook account? Are these the skills that we
are training, or are we just training them how
to write a good learning project? Is the new
teacher required to be a good facilitator,
a good collaborator?
Is this person, the new lecturer we are producing
for the new pedagogies? How good is the
lecturer in organising a lesson, a programme,
a project? Are we teaching our new staff
the value of ethical behaviour or are we
encouraging plagiarism?“

Speaking at an international
conference in December 2009.

Nuggets of
wisdom

of Tan Sri Raj

Excerpts of some insightful
and visionary words eloquently
articulated over the years

“While on the one hand, the use of ICT resources
for purposes of education is welcomed as
one of the greatest opportunities to enlarge
the service to cover hitherto unreachable
populations in times of diminishing resources
and increased expectations, on the other there
is also a growing recognition that our attempts
to use the ICTs should not be leading us down
the path of once again erecting barriers that
have been gradually brought down over the
last 50 years. Report after report have begun
to emerge stating that we are on the brink of
creating yet another barrier between those
who have and those who have not, that ICTs
are indeed increasing the gap between the
rich and the poor, the knowledgeable and
the knowledge deprived, the information rich
and the information poor, the connected and
unconnected.”
Keynote address as President and CEO
of Commonwealth of Learning at the
International Conference on Learning and
Teaching On-Line in South China Normal
University, Guangzhou on 10 January 2001

Closing remarks as Honorary Director of the
Institute for Research and Innovation at the
IRI-funded roundtable workshop on ‘Emerging
Trends in Higher Education Pedagogy’ at
WOU main campus on 25 and 26 February 2016
“Alvin Toffler once said that ‘the illiterate of
the 21st century will not be those who cannot
read and write, but those who cannot learn,
unlearn and relearn’. Recognising the rapidly
transforming pace of the modern world
today, WOU is working towards ensuring
that working adults in Malaysian society do
not end up becoming the ‘illiterate of the
21st century’ who are unable to adapt to the
changing environment. It is precisely because
of this that we shall be actively committed to
continue promoting lifelong learning among
all Malaysians.”
Extract from Vice Chancellor’s Voice,
WawasanLink issue No. 3 for January
to March 2008
“The picture now is completely different.
Limitation to technology application in education
is no longer the versatility, convenience, cost
and potential of the technology, but rather
the limitation of our imagination in the way
they can be applied. Through integration,
convergence, miniaturisation and intelligence,
the technologies have become ‘friendly’. The
question is no longer whether technologies
are useful in the teaching and learning
environment but which technologies are best
suited for a particular purpose.”
Speech at the inaugural World Innovation
Summit for Education (WISE) on ‘Increasing
access through technology” in Doha, Qatar,
from 16 to 18 November 2009

“Part of our initial founding goals also included
a desire to play our part amongst the community
of scholars in our country and the region.
In this connection I am pleased to say that
through the establishment of the Institute
for Research and Innovation the University
is embarking on a programme of research in
electronics, corporate governance and in the
science of teaching and learning, especially as
it applies to adult learning and open access to
education and learning resources.”
Speech as Chairman of Board of Governors
at WOU’s Special Convocation Ceremony in
Menara PGRM, Kuala Lumpur, on 16 June 2012
“The University [USM] not only gave me that
opportunity to be part of mainstream academe,
but also invested in me to undertake my
doctoral studies and subsequently encouraged
me to explore innovations in delivering
education through distance education.
The Centre for Off Campus Studies provided
me the freedom to think strategically and
tactically on ways to take higher education,
in science, to where students lived, worked and
played rather than requiring them to come to
the campus by giving up on their jobs, families
and social commitment.
The combination of that experience and an
extraordinary turn of events opened the
doors for me to further explore the practice
of distance education, in the wider world, and
to share USM’s experience with large parts of
humanity.”
Acceptance Speech at Conferment of the
Honorary Doctor of Education degree at
Universiti Sains Malaysia’s 45th convocation
ceremony on 21 April 2012
“This (Asian) region is potentially the biggest
user of OERs if its institutions of higher
learning begin to realise and accept the value
of hundreds of thousands of freely available
resources. It is my hope that this symposium
will be the start of many such initiatives
that will enable us to exchange thoughts,
experience, understanding and practice of
open educational resources.”
Opening remarks as Convener of OER Asia
at WOU’s hosting of the inaugural Open
Educational Resources symposium for the
Asian region at the WOU main campus on
19 September 2012
“C4D (Centre for Dialogue) is dedicated to
promoting greater understanding of different
viewpoints, especially on contemporary issues
that are of great interest to Malaysians of
all walks of life. We want to provide an open
and neutral venue for the exchange of both
convergent and divergent views and ideas.
The intention is to be a catalyst to throw
light rather than generate heat on sometimes
difficult subjects.”
Statement as Chairman of Board of Advisors
of C4D at a press conference on the launch
of the Chancellor’s Lecture Series at WOU
main campus on 5 May 2016
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The first to come on board were the four South Asian open universities,
namely IGNOU, AIOU (Allama Iqbal Open University), OUSL (Open
University of Sri Lanka) and BOU (Bangladesh Open University). The vice
chancellors of the four universities were invited to become members of
the Executive Governing Board while they named representatives to the
Academic Board in the proposed consortium.

Prof Madhulika with Tan Sri Raj during the inaugural
orientation for ODL students in January 2007.

Ever the diplomat

with dexterity and panache

Deputy Vice Chancellor (Academic) Prof Madhulika
Kaushik recalls how the early stages of her learning through
association with Tan Sri Raj became a lifelong journey.

My association with Professor Gajaraj Dhanarajan goes back over 20
years, when I was a young Associate Professor at IGNOU (Indira Gandhi
National Open University, India) and he was the President of the
Commonwealth of Learning at Vancouver.
That was the time when Raj (that was how he instructed that he
should be called by all fellow academics - instantly creating bridges
across which lasting bonds were built) was persuading Commonwealth
open universities to help develop executive masters programmes in
Management and Public Administration that could be adopted by
Commonwealth universities in the region. Many of the countries
especially the small ones did not have the resources to create
international quality open distance learning programmes in these
areas, which were highly required in the region.

We as academics were expected to participate in the meetings that
were held at Delhi. I still look upon those extended meetings as my first
lessons from Raj in high-level international diplomacy and handling
of outsized egos and fraying tempers with panache and dexterity,
displaying how things can be kept moving through seeming impasse,
while maintaining the highest level of courtesy and collegiality and not
once losing focus.
That beginning of learning through my association with him has
become a lifelong learning journey for me. I have never come out of
an interaction with him over all these years, without gaining valuable
insights about problems, processes, people and feeling
gratified that I have been fortunate in having long
innings of working with him.
Looking back I still marvel at the multiple facets
of this rare and very accomplished leader. An
institution builder of note, a leader and a mentor
par excellence but above all a constantly inspiring
presence with a set of values and institutional
commitment that is a role model to many.
Raj as a mentor and leader has inspired
many lives and I can personally count
scores of academic leaders in high
positions across the Commonwealth
who owe their development as
effective leaders to his caring
mentorship.

Treasuring Tan Sri Raj’s role

in the establishment of WOU
Tribute by Dato’ Emeritus Prof Dr Wong Tat Meng,
former WOU Vice Chancellor and Current Member
of the Board of Governors

The Wawasan learning community owes Tan Sri Dr Gajaraj Dhanarajan
a great depth of gratitude for the pivotal role that he played, not only
in the establishment of the University but also in laying down
the solid foundation that enabled the institution to grow,
within a short period of only 10 years, into the
vibrant award-winning university that WOU
has become today.
I wish him well in his retirement. He deserves
a well-earned rest and can now enjoy the
luxury of spending quality time with his
‘buddy’ (Puan Sri Sue), as well as his child and
grandchildren.
His absence from the University will surely be
felt as his contribution to numerous aspects
of the University’s performance during the past
decade has been very significant.

Prof Wong (seated left) with Tan Sri Raj
and fellow BoG member Loo Choo Teng.

I am confident that despite being in retirement,
his passion for the institution will see him
continue to provide the University with
the necessary guidance and wise counsel
whenever the need arises.
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A true gentle giant in character and virtue
Staff members of WOU share reminiscences of golden moments with the man
blessed with a Midas touch
Inspired a drastic career change to a
management leadership role
“Tan Sri Raj, with his usual astute nature, was the one who asked me to put down the spanner and venture out
from my comfort zone. I come from an IT background, but he persuaded me to take up the position of Strategic
Planning and Development Manager and later Registrar of the University. His words gave me the courage to make
this drastic change from the technical side to a higher management leadership position.
His positive words about what I could contribute gave me the encouragement to essentially put down the spanner,
bolts and nuts of life, and assume leadership in WOU. So I took on the responsibilities of Strategic Planning and
Registrar. Otherwise, to move from IT to Registrar is something totally unparalleled.
What struck me is him inspiring and supporting me to untangle the constraints I put on my own self, and to dare to lead.
I am therefore always eternally grateful to Tan Sri Raj for invoking a career change in me.”
Yeong Sik Kheong, Chief Operating Officer

A giant in stature who sought to help
those left last in the queue
“Words cannot do justice to the man and leader that he is. I will always remember one thing which he shared
during my early days when he was the Vice Chancellor, which was that ‘we are here not only for the cream, for
those in front of the queue, but also for those behind, last in the queue.’
His words have always been a reminder to me when I am handling enquiries or students. We must provide them
the opportunity and support them along the journey. Everyone should be given an opportunity to pursue their
goals and dreams.
To me, Tan Sri Raj may be a little man in terms of physical size, but he is definitely tall in stature. He has great
wisdom in the way he handles issues, in the way he talks and shares things. One can indeed learn a lot from him.
You can see his passion for people and for whatever causes he believes in.”
Ching Huey Ling, Director of Ipoh Regional Centre

Destined to live forever in the footprints
he leaves behind
“Our qualities define us as a person. Our emotions tend to project more of what the heart feels when we say
‘goodbye’ while parting than when we greet ‘hello’ when meeting. Bidding farewell always brings a tinge of sadness.
Tan Sri Raj has touched the souls and hearts of many people. He was my boss, guru, colleague and friend; a man
with a towering personality. We love him for so many reasons that even a whole encyclopaedia series would
not be able to contain them.
We have often heard it said that “people may come and go but organisations will go on forever’. I find that there
are people who come but never really go. They continue to live forever in the footprints that they leave behind,
a legacy that becomes the inheritance of the institution.
One such person is departing Board of Governors Chairman, Tan Sri Raj. He enriches the lives of many people
through his journey in life. It is no exaggeration to say that we have witnessed a tremendous change and impact
under his tenure and this has greatly enhanced not only our own working environment but also the level of public
confidence in WOU.
We owe it to Tan Sri Raj and ourselves to maintain the momentum he has set in motion. We wish the very best
with his retirement and success in all aspects of his life. May God bless Tan Sri Raj and his family with peace, good
health, happiness and contentment!”
Dr Andy Liew Teik Kooi, Registrar cum Director of Quality Assurance & External Relations

Mentor who guided and supported
with a timely helping hand
“Tan Sri Raj is the most humble, understanding and caring leader I’ve ever met in my working years in so many
organisations. In fact, I’ve never met anyone like him especially among those holding top positions.
In year 2008, I faced a lot of difficulties and it was Tan Sri Raj who guided, advised and supported me all these
years. To me, he is a great and tremendous leader in whom one can seek advice from. WOU is like my second
home all because of his leadership, caring personality and integrity. If not for Tan Sri Raj’s support and guidance,
I would not be what I am today.
Syabas, Tan Sri Raj, You are an extraordinary leader!”
Ooi Siew Lee, Assistant Library Manager

A powerful messenger who grew a
valuable forest from nothing
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“I got to know Tan Sri Raj in 2006 when I first joined WOU. I was only the third academic to join the School
of Science and Technology after the Dean and an Associate Professor.
I got to know him as a special person, small-sized but very powerful. He had amassed so many awards, had
a prominent international profile and had been President of the Commonwealth of Learning (COL). I have
met so many academics and professors, but he stands out, although small physically but strong in character
and credentials. As an academic, I am in awe of him and what he has achieved. I learnt a lot from him, like
management skills and handling people.
The way he talks, he seems soft, very gentle, but behind it all there’s a strong message he sends that hits people
to the core, although it is packaged very nicely. Sometimes I don’t realise what he says, but then when I go back
and reflect further, I see the depth of what he had said.
He is very kind, understanding, but also very firm on the decisions made. He brought value and mission to the
University, growing WOU from nothing. As his past record shows, since he used to head the Open University of
Hong Kong, COL and other institutions, he can grow a forest from nothing.
Like there is nothing there at first, but he comes in and creates and builds something of value, which he has proven
yet again in WOU. He has a far-reaching experience in academia to share with people.”
Dr Wendy Bong Chin Wei, Dean, School of Science & Technology

A humble presence with kind words that
made a world of difference
“What is it about Tan Sri Raj that was - and, in so many ways, still is - so unique? Why is there such profound
respect and admiration for him?
He is a rare blend of a visionary and a pragmatic leader blessed with the ability of perceptive foresight. He is a
leader with great integrity, work ethics and a sense of goodwill and concern for his staff. He has an uncanny
ability to meet everyone at their own level - he advises officials at various levels on matters of national and
international interest, explores with the Management Board members the complexities in their own fields and
speaks to the ordinary man on the street with warm words and a fatherly smile.
With extraordinary insight, he perceives the wealth of potential in each employee with a sense of purpose and
confidence and makes us feel proud that we belong to WOU. Just his humble presence and kind words have
made a world of difference in our lives.
Thank you, Tan Sri Raj, for leaving a legacy of authenticity in our lives by embodying it in your own. You are a brilliant,
completely dedicated leader and most of all a quality human being. We salute you. You will be greatly missed.”
Jasmine Emmanuel, Deputy Dean, School of Humanities & Social Sciences

Passionate about enhancing
research culture in WOU
“He was always concerned about ensuring that our academics are intellectually active as they represent our
teaching staff. After obtaining their Masters or PhDs, he would want them to continue renewing their knowledge
so that we, as a University, remain current and relevant.
I remember one of his parting words upon relinquishing his leadership of the Institute for Research and Innovation
(IRI), which was for the University not to neglect the research aspect but to always encourage the academic staff
to do R&D and participate in conferences and publications. These are all part of the new knowledge generation he
stressed on and they would enhance the academic reputation of WOU. He believes academic research will further
strengthen and promote our presence in society and the nation.
He is very firm and resolute in IRI’s objectives regarding research as he wants to promote a research culture in the
University. He wants research efforts to take place continually, for the academics to improve and go on to the next level.”
June Cheah Ruenn Ling, Senior Assistant Registrar

Helping staff in unfamiliar territory and
widening their learning opportunities
“I joined in April 2006 and at the time Tan Sri Raj as Vice Chancellor was mainly occupied in establishing the
WOU College. At the end of 2006, all employees from the various departments were selected to attend small
group discussions with him. When he spoke to me, he expressed that he was particularly sceptical on employing
someone (like me and a few others in my own department) who does not have any prior knowledge or experience
in Open Distance Learning (ODL).
I was taken aback for a while. Seeing my reaction, he went on that he however was surprisingly pleased that we
were able to adapt to the ODL environment and bring in new and different perspectives to our areas of work in
a short time. He promised that he would try to introduce us to his established contacts in our fields so that we
could learn and become familiar with our lines of work.
I appreciated his honesty and I valued his approach in helping staff to do better in their work, especially
in unfamiliar territory. Thank you, Tan Sri.”
Marnisya Abdul Rahim, Senior Multimedia Technologist
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Tan Sri Raj never forgot his responsibilities while
being totally dedicated to education

A personage who made

professional colleagues
life-long friends
A true mentor approachable in any kind of situation
“I came across a quote from George Bernard Shaw recently, ‘Life isn’t
about finding yourself. Life is about creating yourself.’ Immediately, it
reminded me of someone I know, none other than Tan Sri Raj, for whom
I have had the opportunity of serving as secretary for the past 11 years.
A man highly respected by colleagues from all levels and by friends.
I find him simple and humble by nature, despite his string of credentials.
We enjoyed and shared a great working relationship, occasionally
with jovial moments, tea breaks and friendly chats be they personal
or otherwise. My boss is easily approachable in any kind of situation.
He possesses a high level of integrity, and is a caring person with an
open mind and a sense of humour. He is truly my ‘mentor’.
Before he bade goodbye to me as a colleague and boss, he told me
‘Now we are friends and you can call me Raj’. See how ‘humble’ he is!
I sincerely wish Tan Sri Raj well and all the very best for a healthy
retirement life. What I desire for him at this juncture of life and for
myself as well, is to devote quality time to our family members and
close friends.”
Khoo Suan Choo,
Former Secretary to Tan Sri Raj

Padmanathan with then Vice Chancellor Tan Sri Raj in 2006.
“His countless hours of quiet service and public leadership, particularly
in the academic and administrative areas, merit wide recognition.
In the exercise of this work he has transcended ethnic, religious and
other boundaries by viewing each person as an equal. He has been
outspoken on principles and fair procedure, and in the process built
consensus based on shared values and ideals.
The concrete examples of his distinguished leadership and service are in
the promotion and development of educational opportunities. My initial
contact with him was in the early seventies when I joined Universiti
Sains Malaysia in an administrative capacity. He was then associated
with the Off Campus Programme which was soon to undergo a process
of restructuring. During this period he became extensively involved in
the development of linkages with external organisations such as the
Canadian International Development Agency and International
Development Research Centre.
His move out of USM in the eighties paved the way for
a greater and prominent role in the transformation
of the Open Learning Institute to the Open University
of Hong Kong, the planning and development of
WOU in Penang as well as making a significant
contribution with the Commonwealth of
Learning in the promotion of links between
the members of the Commonwealth.
In spite of all this involvement he never
forgets his responsibilities as a son, spouse,
father and presently grandfather, as well
as a sincere and faithful friend to people
from all walks of life. That is the man
known as Gajaraj Dhanarajan.”

Khoo (centre) with Tan Sri Raj and Puan Sri Sue Dhanarajan.

Get the latest WOU updates from
Facebook and Twitter!

R Padmanathan
Founding Registrar of WOU

Follow us:
http://www.facebook.com/WawasanOpenUniversity

Follow us:
http://twitter.com/WawasanOU

The University would like to hear from you. Whether it’s a view, a comment or even
a question, don’t hesitate to drop us a mail at mediainfo@wou.edu.my
For more details, visit wou.edu.my

019-474 9323

Wawasan Open University

54 Jalan Sultan Ahmad Shah, 10050 Penang, Malaysia.
Tel: 04-218 0333 I Fax: 04-226 9323
Email: enquiry@wou.edu.my
WOU Regional and Learning Centres
Open Tuesday to Sunday: 10.00am - 7.00pm
Penang Regional Centre
54 Jalan Sultan Ahmad Shah, 10050 Penang, Malaysia.
Tel: 04-218 0133/4 I Fax: 04-228 4500
Email: ro_pg@wou.edu.my

Ipoh Regional Centre
Wisma Gerakan, 80 Persiaran Greenhill, 30450 Ipoh, Perak.
Tel: 05-242 6323 / 243 6323 I Fax: 05-254 9323
Email: ro_ip@wou.edu.my
Kuala Lumpur Regional Centre
Level 3 Menara PGRM, 8 Jalan Pudu Ulu,
56100 Cheras, Kuala Lumpur.
Tel: 03-9281 7323 / 9283 8323 I Fax: 03-9284 9323
Email: ro_kl@wou.edu.my
(Library Services available Tuesday to Sunday,
10.00am-7.00pm)

Bandar Utama Regional Support Centre
L2-6 & 7, Wisma BU8, 11, Lebuh Bandar Utama,
Bandar Utama, 47800 Petaling Jaya, Selangor.
Tel: 03-7629 7223 / 7629 7123 I Fax: 03-7629 7023
Email: rso_bu@wou.edu.my
Klang Regional Support Centre
No. 41(Ground Floor), Jalan Kasuarina 2/KS7,
Bandar Botanic Capital, 41200 Klang, Selangor.
Tel: 03-3325 2353 / 3325 2373 I Fax: 03-3325 2313
Email: rso_klg@wou.edu.my

Johor Bahru Regional Centre
17 & 19 Jalan Jaya 2, Taman Jaya, 81300 Skudai, Johor.
Tel: 07-556 4323 / 556 6323 I Fax: 07-554 9323
Email: ro_jb@wou.edu.my
Kuching Regional Centre
14 Westin Avenue, Jalan Tun Jugah,
93350 Kuching, Sarawak.
Tel: 082-578 923 I Fax: 082-576 923
Email: ro_kc@wou.edu.my
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